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However, little has been done to date to quantify the combined effects of concurrency and within-partnership sex-act rates on the prevalence of GC. This simulation study examines this issue with a simplified model of GC transmission in closed human populations that include concurrent partnerships. Two models of within-partnership sex-act rate are compared; one is a fixed sex-act rate per partnership, and the other is perhaps more realistic in that the rate depends on the number of concurrent partners. After controlling for total number of sex acts, pseudo-equilibrium prevalence is higher with the fixed sex-act rate than under the concurrency-adjusted rate in all the modeled partnership formation conditions. Keywords: Epidemic, mixing model, partnership formation, sexually transmitted disease, transmission, concurrency, sex-act rates, gonorrhea 1. Introduction Although effective treatment has been available for the last half-century, the disease gonorrhea (GC) remains a major public health problem in the United States. More than 300,000 cases were reported in the U.S. in 1996, and GC is a major cause of pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility, ectopic pregnancy and chronic pelvic pain [1] . An additional public health concern is that concurrent infection with HIV has been shown to increase the risk of HIV transmission [1] .
Along with the human suffering caused by GC, this preventable disease contributes to the $10 billion in annual direct and indirect costs resulting from morbidity due to the major sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), excluding HIV/AIDS [2] .
Neisseria gonorrhea, the bacterial pathogen which causes GC, is perhaps one of the best understood human pathogens from a microbiologic point of view.
However, the GC transmission system which consists of the contact patterns of the human hosts, or which members of the population engage in sexual activity with each other, and host immune system-pathogen interactions, is complex and not well understood.
One part of the transmission system that has not been elucidated to date is the effect of within-sexualpartnership sex-act rates on the prevalence of disease in a population that is not strictly monogamous. Over the length of a sexual partnership, one or both partners can have multiple partners at a point in time, or concurrent partners, from whom they can become infected or transmit infection to. The effect of concurrent partnerships on disease prevalence has been demonstrated in models by several authors [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] .
These models have, however, assumed a constant rate of transmission per partnership in continuous compartmental models (CCM) [3, 4, 5] , or constant risk of transmission per day between infected and non-infected partners in the stochastic models of Kretzschmar and Morris [6, 7] . Evidence that concurrent partners can affect the sex-act rate within a partnership has been presented by Blower and Boe [8] .
The effects of concurrency and sex-act rates on disease prevalence cannot be evaluated without considering the contact pattern of the human host population. The importance of contact pattern for GC was presented by Yorke, Hethcote and Nold [9] and Hethcote and Yorke [10] Table 2 . Mixing bin partnership formation rates were calculated using the structured mixing formulation of Jacquez et al. [12] so that the expected number of new partnerships per year in the high activity group was 30 and 50 at the low and high partnership formation rate settings, respectively, and 1.1 and 1.5, respectively, for the low activity group.
The number of tokens assigned to a population subgroup was one token for each member of the group, plus one token for each possible concurrent partnership that concurrency-capable humans in the subgroup could be in. All humans in a subgroup were randomly It has long been believed that GC infection does not result in a protective immune response due to the incidence of repeat infection and multiple methods of host defense evasion that N. gonorrhea is capable of (reviewed in [18] ). Some epidemiologic studies have suggested otherwise [19] and substantial evidence of a host immune response against GC infection has been documented [20] . To our knowledge, immune response has not been integrated into models of GC transmission to date. We hope to expand our model by adding multiple immunologically distinct pathogens that will induce a host immune response dependent on the host's previous infection and exposure status.
